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The inherent mechanism of mechanochromism
under different stress: electron cloud density
distribution, J-type stacking, pore structure and
collapse of J-type stacking†

Yunpeng Qi,a Wenjing Liu,a Yongtao Wang, *a Lei Ma,*b Yongjiang Yu,a

Yan Zhanga and Litong Rena

Mechanochromic materials usually exhibit different mechanochromic behaviour after being ground,

smashed and exposed to ultrasound, however, the inherent mechanisms of these different mechanical

stresses have remained elusive until now. In order to unveil the critical factors of mechanochromism,

five TPE unit containing difluoroboron beta-diketonate complexes with different alkyl chain lengths were

synthesized. The results indicate that the complexes show strong solid state fluorescence emission,

remarkable AIE properties and multicolor switching. However, the complexes exhibited irregular

mechanochromic behavior upon an increase in the alkyl chain length. Upon grinding, the complexes

exhibited red-shifted solid state fluorescence emission, and the degree of the red-shift can be mainly

attributed to the initial crystalline emission, which depends on the J-type molecular stacking and

electron cloud density distribution. In contrast to what was observed after grinding, ultrasonic treatment

and smashing led to a blue-shift in the solid state fluorescence emission, and furthermore, with the

former being observed to have a better mechanochromic effect than the latter. Based on detailed

crystal analysis, the complexes were found to have a similar J-type stacking but different pore structure

or head-to-head stacking, which leads to obvious wavelength shift for TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OBu and

TPEDKBF2OHe before/after smashing. For TPEDKBF2ONe, the stacking of the flexible long alkyl chains is

prone to being destroyed and keep head-to-head J-type stacking from great change, preventing an

obvious hypochromic shift in the fluorescence emission. For the first time, the inherent mechanism of

mechanochromism can be attributed to the collapse of J-type stacking under ultrasonic treatment and

smashing. In addition, the solid-state fluorescence emission properties and detailed crystal analysis also

show that hydrophobic interactions and the nonpolar environment of the long alkyl chain can effectively

enhance the solid-state fluorescence emission and insertion of nonpolar small molecules.

Introduction

Conventional organic boron complexes (boron-dipyrromethenes,
or BODIPYs for short) show good thermal and chemical stability,
narrow absorption and emission spectra, high molar absorption

coefficients and fluorescence quantum yields in solution.
However, the solid-state fluorescence of BODIPYs is prone to
loss or quenching due to intense intermolecular p–p stacking
interactions, which limit their application in organic light
emitting devices,1 optical storage,2 pressure sensors,3 light
conversion agents,4 and so on. To avoid a deterioration in the
stacking interactions, the application of aggregation induced
emission (AIE) effects in many organic boron complexes have
been reported.5–11 In addition to the enhanced solid-state
fluorescence emission, these complexes also exhibit extraordinary
stimuli-responsive properties under some external stimuli, such
as scraping, rubbing, grinding, heating, compressing, exposure
to ultrasound, etc. For example, some b-iminoenolate boron
complexes bearing non-planar phenothiazine and phenothiazine-
S,S-dioxide components were found to exhibit multicolor
switching in different solid states.12 Phenothiazine derivatives
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with B–N linkages have been reported to have large Stokes
shifts, AIE and mechanochromic properties.13 Piezochromic boron
complexes have been constructed, with a 2-(20-pyridyl)imidazole
functionalized with a triphenylamine unit.14 Compared with the
abovementioned boron complex, a difluoroboron b-diketonate
complex has attracted more extensive attention due to its simple
synthesis. Yang et al.15 reported a b-diketonate boron complex
containing two symmetric carbazole units, showing dual-state
fluorescence emission, stimuli-responsive fluorescence and optical
waveguide properties. Šket et al.16 prepared a BF2 complex with
polymorphism-dependent fluorescence and mechanochromic
properties. Zhang et al.17 also reported several boron-containing
compounds that exhibit multicolor switching. Fraser et al.18

constructed mechanochromic difluoroboron b-diketonate com-
plexes by the a position substitution of the dioxaborine ring,
subsequently causing a twisted molecular conformation. In
our previous work, the tetraphenylethylene (TPE)5,19 unit was
successfully introduced into difluoroboron beta-diketonate
complexes, and some of these were shown to exhibit near
100% solid-state fluorescence quantum efficiency, polymorphism-
dependent fluorescence, high contrast mechanochromism and
multi-state emission properties. These properties make TPE with
a propeller-like conformation an ideal construction unit for
synthesizing high performance organic boron complexes. Taking
advantage of this change in the fluorescence emission intensity
or shifting, high-contrast mechanochromic and multicolour
switching organic boron complexes have become attractive for
use in industrial applications, such as in anti-counterfeiting,20

memory chips,21–24 and biosensors,25–27 and in fundamental
research.

With much mechanochromic materials being discovered,
detailed recent research has revealed that the inherent mechanism
of mechanochromism can be mainly attributed to crystal to
amorphous, crystal to crystal and amorphous to crystal transitions,
isomerization, excimer formation, host–guest interactions,
and intramolecular charge transfer.28–30 More importantly,
the inherent mechanism suggests that just the simple tuning
of the intermolecular stacking and arrangement will open
up an effective avenue towards obtaining mechanochromic
and multicolour switching materials. Thus, researchers have
designed and synthesized luminogens with different halogen
atoms,31,32 heteroatoms,33 alkyl or alkoxy chains,34–42 cyano-
gens and amino groups.43,44 By triggering intermolecular weak
interactions and inducing a different molecular stacking and
arrangement, as well as gently modifying the molecular skeleton
systematically, the relationship between the geometric structure
and photophysical properties of the mechanochromic and
multicolour switching materials were investigated. Besides this,
experimental evidence suggests that few single luminogens
exhibit multicolor switching and morphology dependent
emission when we change the aggregate morphologies through
exerting different forms of stresses to the system, conducting
surfactant-assisted self-assembly and changing the crystallization
conditions.45–47 However, intermolecular weak interactions, and
molecular stacking and arrangements are difficult to predict in
advance, thus, the mechanochromic properties of luminogens

are still difficult to understand and need in-depth study. In
addition, most luminogens usually exhibit red-shifted fluores-
cence emission after grinding, while the effects of smashing
and exposure to ultrasound usually lead to blue-shifted fluores-
cence emission. Despite some inherent mechanisms involving
grinding, smashing and exposure to ultrasound having been
elaborated, the irregular grinding effects of alkyl chain dependent
luminogens still lacks detailed discussion, and the investigation
of grinding effects remains rare based on similar J-type stacking.
More importantly, the inherent mechanisms of smashing and
exposure to ultrasound have remained elusive until now.

To further explore the influence of the alkyl length, grinding,
stresses and ultrasonic effects on the solid-state fluorescence
and mechanochromic behaviour of luminogens, a systematic
study of five TPE unit containing difluoroboron beta-diketonate
complexes have been conducted (Scheme 1). We found that the
propeller-like molecular configuration of TPE can effectively
enhance the solid-state fluorescence emission by preventing
intermolecular p–p stacking, moreover, the twisted shape is
also a key factor in promoting intermolecular loose stacking,
and therefore strengthening the mechanochromism. Since the
dioxaborine ring and 1,3-disubstituted benzenes generally tend
to form more planar configuration than the TPE unit, and the
alkyl chains have a rather smaller steric hindrance, it is easy for
these complexes to adopt head-to-head intermolecular stacking
due to the asymmetric molecular conformation. Similar inter-
molecular stacking and intermolecular weak interactions
are advantageous for us to acquire a greater depth of under-
standing on the relationship between intermolecular stacking
and solid-state fluorescence or mechanochromism. In particular,
based on detailed crystal analysis, the unusual and unreported
inherent mechanisms of ultrasonic treatment and smashing
effects are revealed in this paper.

Results and discussion
Photophysical properties in solutions

The UV-vis absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of
TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OEt, TPEDKBF2OBu, TPEDKBF2OHe
and TPEDKBF2ONo in different solvents are shown in Fig. S1
(ESI†), and clearly show that all of the complexes have two
prominent absorption bands, located at ca. 300 nm and 420 nm,
in different polarity solvents. The weak absorption band that
appears at ca. 300 nm can be attributed to the p–p* transitions
of the conjugated aromatic rings, and exhibits a red-shift in the

Scheme 1 The synthetic routes for TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OEt,
TPEDKBF2OBu, TPEDKBF2OHe and PEDKBF2ONo.
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absorption upon an increase in the polarity of the solvent. The
maximum absorption peak at ca. 420 nm originates from
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) due to the specific
electron-donating properties of the TPE moiety and the char-
acteristic electron-accepting properties of the difluoroboron
b-diketonate moiety. This can be unambiguously confirmed
from the strong solvent-polarity dependent fluorescence emis-
sion spectra. On the other hand, we also noticed that the widths
of the half peaks of the fluorescence emission spectra in
different solvents were rather narrow, which indicates that these
complexes have very good color purity. Besides this, all of the
complexes show almost identical photophysical behaviour and
there is no indication of any alkyl chain length dependence in
solution. This is consistent with the common understanding
that the photophysical properties of conjugated organic mole-
cules in solution are hardly affected by alkyl chain length, which
has been reported in recent literature.

AIE properties

According to the restriction of the intramolecular rotation
mechanism, the twisted conformation of the molecular struc-
ture could trigger AIE properties. To determine the AIE proper-
ties of the complexes, we used a standard method to investigate
the fluorescence emission spectra of the complexes in THF/
water solutions with different THF concentrations. All of the
TPEDKBF2-derivatives exhibit AIE activity weak fluorescence in
THF solution that can be largely enhanced in THF/water solvent
(Fig. 1 and Fig. S2, ESI†). Taking TPEDKBF2OMe as an example,
as shown in Fig. 1, when TPEDKBF2OMe was dissolved in THF,
the pure THF solution only emitted a faint green light, which
could be attributed to the free rotation of the phenyl rings
effectively absorbing the energy of the excitons via nonradiative
relaxation channels. The fluorescence spectra showed mild
changes upon an increase in the water content from 0 to 70%,
the reason being that the TPEDKBF2OMe molecules are fully
dissolved in the mixtures. However, a dramatic fluorescence

enhancement behaviour was observed when the water volume
fraction ( fw) was increased to 80%, an enhancement that
reached a maximum value at about fw = 90%. The AIE feature
was then prominent, with an approximate 40-fold increase
observed in the fluorescence intensity. The enhancement of
the fluorescence was related to the formation of aggregates,
which prevent intramolecular rotation, therefore effectively
enhancing the fluorescence. The inset in Fig. 1 shows images
of the fluorescence changes in different water containing
solvents, which were taken under 365 nm UV illumination.

Solid-state fluorescence and mechanochromic behavior

When yellow crystals of TPEDKBF2OMe (MeOC) were smashed
with a stainless steel spoon, the fluorescence emission color of
the sample largely underwent changes (Fig. 2). With these
changes, the fluorescence intensity of the sample was also
enhanced. Thus, MeOC shows mechanofluorochromism (MFC)
induced by isotropic pressure. As shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1,
the maximum emission band of the smashed sample is centered
at 545 nm, and is shifted by about 22 nm after smashing (McOc
crystal has a peak positioned at 567 nm). This indicates that the
crystal surface greatly affects the molecular arrangement and
packing mode. The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of
the crystals before and after smashing were recorded with the
aim of figuring out the reasons behind the solid fluorescence
hypsochromic effects driven by isotropic pressure. As shown in
Fig. 3F, the MeOC crystals show intense and sharp diffraction
peaks. After being smashed, the original main peaks are
still retained and some new peaks have appeared, and at the
same time, some of the pristine peaks were enhanced. This
indicates that the molecular perturbations only occurred on the
surface, while the molecular arrangements of the main body
remain unchanged. Zhang et al.46 defined the mechanochromic
phenomenon as a ‘‘disaggregation’’ process. As for the opposite
process of aggregation, this usually gives rise to red-shifted and
weakened emission, and disaggregation consequentially leads to
blue-shifts and an enhancement in the fluorescence intensity.
Meanwhile, the data on the solid fluorescence quantum yield

Fig. 1 Fluorescence spectra of TPEDKBF2OMe in THF and THF/water
mixtures. Luminogen concentration: 1 � 10�5 mol L�1; excitation wave-
length: 420 nm. Inset: Solution of 2a in THF (fw = 0%) and its suspension in a
THF/water mixture with fw = 90%; photographs taken under UV illumination.

Fig. 2 Photographs of crystals of TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OBu and
TPEDKBF2OHe that have been exposed to different stresses (smashing
and grinding). The images were obtained using an Olympus BX51 fluores-
cence microscope.
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also supports this tentative explanation. The quantum yield of
the fragmented crystals (0.758) is improved compared with those
of the pristine block crystals (0.665), however, the explanation for
this is unknown.

To gain more insight into the effects of smashing, we
carried out thermal experiments. When the smashed sample
was exposed to air at room temperature for two months,
the fluorescence emission spectrum remained unchanged.
The emission spectrum also remained unchanged after anneal-
ing at a temperature of 200 1C. The thermal properties of the
smashed sample were evaluated by differential scanning calori-
metric analyses, as shown in Fig. 4, and it was found that there
were no observed differences the smashed crystals and the

prepared crystals. The same behaviour was observed for the
TPEDKBF2OBu and TPEDKBF2OHe materials.

We have previously reported that TPE containing difluoro-
boron b-diketonate complexes show prominent mechano-
chromism.5,19 In this work, the mechanochromic properties
of these difluoroboron b-diketonate complexes with different
alkyl length were investigated in detail. The fluorescence
images of the five compounds in different states are shown in
Fig. 5, the emission spectra are displayed in Fig. 3, and the
spectroscopic data are summarized in Table 1. The results show
that all of the TPEDKBF2O-derivatives display a fluorescence
color change. The emissions of the ground materials are
orange, however, this color can be changed to green by simple
thermal annealing or solvent-fuming (being exposed to CH2Cl2

vapor at room temperature). This process is highly reproducible,
indicating typical reversible MFC activity. On the one hand, for the
ground powders and pristine solids that have been treated by
employing ultrasound in hexane for 30 min, the emission wave-
length of the as-prepared samples are all blue-shifted (as shown in
Fig. 3). On the other hand, all of the TPEDKBF2O-derivatives exhibit
remarkable grinding-induced peak shifts (DlML = lground� lpristine),
that vary from TPEDKBF2OMe to TPEDKBF2ONo (48–72 nm)
and show some irregularity. That is, all of the TPEDKBF2O-
derivatives are obviously alkyl chain length-dependent, but do
not show any universally direct relationship between the
fluorescence emission colour and alkyl chain length. Besides
this, regarding the TPEDKBF2O-derivatives, we observed that
for all five of the different samples after ultrasonic treatment in
hexane, their crystals have been changed from one form into
another. The PXRD patterns of the samples are shown in Fig. 3.
The results show that the diffraction signals and fluorescence
emission peaks of the ultrasound exposed and the smashed
sample are close. These data indicate that the inherent mecha-
nism of smashing and ultrasonic effects may be similar.

In order to gain more insight into the mechanochromic
behavior of these different length of alkyl chain containing
TPEDKBF2O-derivatives, we carried out powder X-ray diffrac-
tion (PXRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experi-
ments on them in different solid states. As shown in Fig. 3, the
X-ray diffraction patterns of the pristine solids of all of the
TPEDKBF2O-derivatives show sharp and intense reflections,
indicating well-ordered microcrystalline structures. In contrast,
the diffractograms of the ground solids display broad
and featureless reflections, implying that the structures have
changed from a crystalline to amorphous state. In addition,
the main diffractive peaks that disappeared reappeared after
fuming or annealing treatments, consistent with the reformation
of the pristine sample, indicating that the mechanochromic
behaviour is reversible. The formation of an amorphous struc-
ture after grinding was also confirmed from DSC experiments. As
shown in Fig. 4, no exothermic peaks could be detected before
the melt transition (Tm, 258 1C), but an endothermic peak
appeared at 153 1C in pristine samples of TPEDKBF2OMe, which
we suspect corresponds to a solvent molecule of methanol being
thrust into the crystal unit cell. This assumption can be backed
up by the experimental results, where a methanol molecule

Fig. 3 Fluorescence emission spectra of TPEDKBF2OMe (A), TPEDKBF2OEt
(B), TPEDKBF2OBu (C), PEDKBF2OHe (D) and TPEDKBF2ONo (E) in different
solid states, and PXRD patterns of TPEDKBF2OMe (F), TPEDKBF2OEt (G),
TPEDKBF2OBu (H), TPEDKBF2OHe (I) and TPEDKBF2ONo (J) in various states.
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was actually found in the crystal unit cell as described above.
However, the ground sample shows one clear cold-crystallization

transition (Tc) before Tm, which corresponds to the transition
from the amorphous to crystalline state. The thermal behaviour
is consistent with the phenomenon observed in the thermal
annealing experiments. In addition, these findings suggest that
the transformation between the crystalline and amorphous
states is the key factor behind the reversible mechanochromism.
No other thermal transition peaks were found in the DSC curves
for the pristine samples of TPEDKBF2OEt, TPEDKBF2OBu
and TPEDKBF2OHe, except for the Tm peaks and similar to
TPEDKBF2OMe, an endothermic peak was found before melting
in pristine samples of TPEDKBF2ONo, and this peak also corre-
sponds to a hexane molecule transferring to the crystal unit cell,
because two hexane molecules embed in one unit cell (as
shown in Fig. 8). All of the ground samples exhibit a clear
cold-crystallization transition (Tc) before Tm. It is worth noting
that with an increase in the alkyl chain length, the response
temperature of annealing become lower and lower, meanwhile,
the Tm also showed a trend of lowering upon an increase in the
alkyl chain length. This indicates that the increase in the alkyl
chain length could improve the flexibility of the TPEDKBF2O-
derivatives. It is an effective switch that controls the thermal
stimulus-response temperature just through introducing different
alkyl chains with various lengths.

We also investigated the relationship in those materials
between the (crystal state and smashing, grinding, and ultra-
sonic treatment) fluorescence efficiencies of the solids and their
alkyl chain lengths. The data obtained are presented in detail in
Table 1. The results indicate that the solid state fluorescence
efficiencies (QY) relate to the alkyl chain lengths, but show some
irregularity. The fluorescence quantum yields were found to be
0.665, 0.603, 0.622, 0.666 and 0.983 for prepared crystals of
TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OEt, TPEDKBF2OBu, TPEDKBF2OHe
and TPEDKBF2ONo, respectively. Obviously, the QY of TPEDKB-
F2ONo is much larger compared to those of the other complexes.
Meanwhile, all of the complexes, except for TPEDKBF2ONo, have
very close proximity QY values, despite their different J stacking.
Accordingly, it can be inferred that the polarity of hexane and
long alkyl chain in the crystal of TPEDKBF2ONo plays an

Table 1 Peak emission wavelengths (l, in nm), fluorescent lifetime (t, in ms) and quantum yields of five compounds in different solid states

TPEDKBF2OMe TPEDKBF2OEt TPEDKBF2OBu TPEDKBF2OHe TPEDKBF2ONo

lu 515 518 501 517 499
lc 567 546 558 540 494
ls 545 544 515 529 496
lg 582 570 573 565 567
lf 556 525 547 546 518
la 550 524 545 540 517
Dl1 22 2 43 11 2
Dl2 15 24 15 25 73
Dl3 67 52 72 48 68
Fc 0.665 0.603 0.622 0.666 0.983
Fg 0.728 0.422 0.622 0.800 0.601
Fs 0.927 0.944 0.763 0.830 0.789
Fu 0.905 0.479 0.807 0.881 0.814
tc 3.578 29.012 2.931 7.851 0.016
tg 4.972 3.927 4.984 9.901 6.584

Dl1: crystals were smashed, Dl2: crystals were ground, Dl3: pristine powder after ultrasonic treatment is ground. u represents ultrasonic.
c represents crystals. s represents smashed. g represents ground. f represents fumed. a represents annealed.

Fig. 4 DSC curves (first heating cycle) of TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OEt,
TPEDKBF2OBu, TPEDKBF2OHe and TPEDKBF2ONo as crystals after being
ground and smashed.

Fig. 5 Photographic images of TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OEt, TPEDKB-
F2OBu, TPEDKBF2OHe and TPEDKBF2ONo in different solid states under
natural night and UV light (365 nm).
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important role in the value of the QY. The QYs changed in turn
to 0.728, 0.422, 0.622, 0.800 and 0.601 after the samples were
ground. Those of TPEDKBF2OMe and TPEDKBF2OHe increased,
and those of TPEDKBF2OEt and TPEDKBF2ONo decreased, with
no change observed for TPEDKBF2OBu. Based on the PXRD
patterns of the complexes in various states (Fig. 3), the irregular
changes in the QYs are mainly derived from the regular to irregular
molecular stacking. Consistent with the reported literature,46 the
QYs of the complexes other than TPEDKBF2ONo increased
obviously after smashing treatment, which can be interpreted as
a process of ‘‘disaggregation’’ at the surface, while the abnormal
QY of TPEDKBF2ONo may be due to the solvent effects of hexane.
The pore-dependent effect of ultrasonic treatment on the QYs was
investigated. TPEDKBF2OMe containing bigger pore structures
displayed a significantly enhanced QY, and the collapse of the
big pores was beneficial for suppressing the vibration and rotation
of the bonds, while the deterioration in the stacking played a
major role for TPEDKBF2OEt and TPEDKBF2ONo.

Theoretical calculations and detailed single crystal analysis

To uncover the connection between the irregular dependence
upon the alkyl chain length, the smashing, grinding, ultrasonic
effects and the solid-state fluorescence and mechanochromic
behaviour, theoretical calculations and detailed single crystal
analyses were conducted. The density functional theory (DFT)
calculations on the complexes TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OEt,
TPEDKBF2OBu, TPEDKBF2OHe and TPEDKBF2ONo were conducted
using the Gaussian 09W program package, employing the DFT/
B3LYP/6-31G basis set. The frontier orbital plots of the HOMO and
LUMO are shown in Fig. 6. From the figure, we can see that the
HOMO is mainly located on the TPE moiety (electron donor)

and the LUMO is mainly distributed on the acceptor of the
b-diketone boron unit in all five of the complexes. Meanwhile,
the plot also shows that the LUMOs gradually move to the TPE
unit upon an increase in the alkyl chain length. Therefore,
intramolecular charge transfer and increased optical energy
gaps occur in the D–A type b-diketone boron complexes, with
the latter leading to a blue-shift in the fluorescence emission
wavelength, which is consistent with the experimental results,
in addition TPEDKBF2OBu (Table S1, ESI†), was found to have
an abnormal red-shift in its fluorescence emission wavelength
due to different J stacking (Fig. 8).

To further explore the inherent mechanism of alkyl chain
length, stresses and ultrasonic dependent solid state fluores-
cence and mechanochromism, crystals of the complexes were
grown by the slow evaporation of solution. As shown in Fig. 7, 8
and Fig. S3–S7 (ESI†), all of the synthetic molecules adopt a
head-to-head stacking mode and twisted molecular conforma-
tion, in addition, no strong p–p interactions are observed due to
the large distances between neighboring molecules in the
crystals. Meanwhile, similar intermolecular hydrogen bonds and
weak interaction contacts, including C(Ar)–H� � �F, C(Ar)–H� � �B,
C(Ar)–H� � �B, were formed in the single crystal that rigidify the
rotatable rings to allow them to fit in the crystalline lattice.
However, different arrangements and an overlap of the head-to-
head stacking led to a larger pore structure in TPEDKBF2OMe
compared with that in the other complexes. Apparently, the
existence of a large pore structure is advantageous for destroying
head-to-head J-type stacking of the molecular surface under
isotropic pressure, and thus, TPEDKBF2OMe displays a sharper
blue-shift than TPEDKBF2OEt and TPEDKBF2ONo (see Fig. 7, 8
and Table 1), while the J-type stacking of TPEDKBF2OEt and
TPEDKBF2On are maintained due to the weaker interactions
or the flexibility of the alkyl chains on the left and right sides of
the J-type stacking (Fig. 7, 8). Taking TPEDKBF2On as an example,
the relatively flexible cavity cannot withstand the applied pressure
and collapse before the intermolecular J-type stacking changes
under a small amount of isotropic pressure, thus, a smaller
blue-shift is observed when TPEDKBF2ONo is smashed. More
interesting, TPEDKBF2OBu and TPEDKBF2OHe exhibit sharp
blue-shifts but do not have a large pore structure. Although it is
difficult to know the specific reason for this, the most notable

Fig. 6 The frontier orbital plots of the HOMO and LUMO of mole-
cular TPEDKBF2OMe, TPEDKBF2OEt, TPEDKBF2OBu, TPEDKBF2OHe and
TPEDKBF2ONo.

Fig. 7 Head-to-head stacking diagram of the dye molecules in the single
crystals (the dotted lines represent the distance between the benzene
centers, the solid lines represent the distance between the benzene planes).
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difference is that J-type stacking of TPEDKBF2OEt has a greater
overlap compared with that of TPEDKBF2OBu and TPEDKBF2OHe.

Compared to smashing, ultrasonic treatment was found to
have a more destructive effect on the intermolecular J-type
stacking, and brought about a remarkable blue-shift in the
wavelength for all of the synthetic dyes. More interestingly, the
long alkyl chain was observed to form a non-polar hydrophobic
cavity on both sides of TPEDKBF2ONo, and two hexane solvent
molecules adopt an almost orthogonal spatial arrangement
with the alkyl chain and form a hydrophobic cavity, but no
intermolecular interactions are found between hexane and
the TPEDKBF2ONo molecule. The nonpolar environment
induced by the long alkyl chain and hexane molecules endows
TPEDKBF2ONo with close to the theoretical solid state fluores-
cence quantum efficiency. Contrary to the effects of ultrasonic
treatment and smashing, all of the complexes emit a similar
orange fluorescence after grinding. Based on the fluorescence
lifetime before/after grinding, the mechanochromic behaviour
of the complexes can be attributed to the planarization of the
molecular configuration.

Conclusions

A series of organic boron complexes containing a TPE unit and
different alkyl chain lengths were designed and synthesized,
and based on the investigation of their AIE effect, solid-state
fluorescence and mechanochromic properties, the AIE lumino-
gens were found to exhibit excellent solid state fluorescence
emission. The highest fluorescence quantum efficiencies
were 0.98 and 0.80 in the crystalline and amorphous state,
respectively. Although the maximum fluorescence emission
wavelength of the crystalline and amorphous state generally
adheres to a regular blue-shift upon an increase in the alkyl
chain lengths before/after grinding, the maximum wavelength
shifts show an irregular wavelength dependence, which mainly
depends on the initial fluorescence emission of the crystal.
Upon grinding, exposure to ultrasound and being smashed,
these complexes display three different colours, among them, a
red-shift in the maximum fluorescence emission wavelength
was observed due to a phase transition from the crystalline to
amorphous state and the planarization of the molecular
configuration after grinding, while a blue-shift in the maxi-
mum fluorescence emission wavelength was observed due to
the destruction of the head-to-head J type stacking after
being exposed to ultrasound and being smashed. Compared
to being smashed, the blue-shift effect of ultrasonic treatment
is more obvious, and the degree of the blue-shift brought about
after smashing is closely related to the size and rigidity of the
porous structure. Last but not least, a long alkyl chain
is advantageous for enhancing the solid-state fluorescence
emission and decreasing the phase transition temperature
due to hydrophobic interactions and the formation of nonpolar
environments.
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